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 Since time immemorial, the Vedas have been treated as supreme sort of 
verbal evidence. Vedic phrases are quoted by the doyen of various branches of 
knowledge to substantiate and adjudicate their views and principles. Even the 
staunch adversaries of Vedic tenets, as they are popularly perceived, Jains and 
Buddhists, directly or indirectly have Vedic traces and several times, Vedas and 
Vedic scholars are eulogized by them. Though it is not hard to trace dictum of 
Jainism and Buddhism to the Vedas, yet no explicit weightage is given to Vedic 
claims. 
 Yaska in his Nirukta, having first quoted the opinion of Kautsa regarding 
meaninglessness of the Mantras, refutes it in a very lucid and spirited style. 
Kautsa’s objection to meaningfulness of Vedic Mantras is as follows. 

1. The words of Vedic sentences are sacrosanct and cannot be changed 
with a synonym.1  For example: 01 2345 678 9 :1;<2=6>4 ?2  If the word Agnim is 
replaced with Vahnim, neither there will be any semantic change, nor 
will it disturb syntactical set up with respect to prosody. But, such 
alteration is not allowed by Vedic tradition. 
 The syntactical sequence of Vedic Mantras is fixed. Hence, the 
order of the words occurring in a sentence cannot be transposed. There 
will be no harm to intended meaning if the order of the words is 
changed. Even if 0234578 9 :;<2=>4 ? is read in transposed order like 9 :;<2=>4 ? 
0234578, there will be no swerve from original sense. But, such practice is 
also not viewed. 

2. The application of the Mantras is ascertained by its semantic symptoms, 
but the injunction regarding application of Mantra is prescribed by the 
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BrāhmaXa.3    For instance- ZN [\]82> [\D2> (_.`F.O.O.a.b) | The Mantra runs 
as Z1N [6\]4444    (Be strewn broadly). The sense of the Mantra is quite clear. In 
spite of this, BrāhmaXa prescribes-||||    [\D2> Had the Mantra been 
meaningful, the repetition of the same by the verbal word ||||    [\D2> would 
have been uncalled for.   

3. The Mantras contain irrelevant meaning5    as fgh8 iFD]jC4 ? (O herb protect 
this tree). How an herb which cannot protect itself, can protect a tree. 
]2h6> 81 4 jC k6 =lm5n6666    (O sword do not kill this). This Mantra is uttered while 
killing sacrificial animal. How topsy turvy is this, that the animal is 
being killed with sword, and sword being prayed to not to kill.  

4. The great paradox is witnessed in the meaning of Mantras 7777  qr qE 
Ns<tE>u8 C 2v>5Dn, (> j.m. O.b.a.O)        (There is no second Rudra but one). 
0m6xF>F m1=yF62z D 8 N1s 02h1 LI{F64 ?8888     (There are Rudras in innumerable 
thousands on the Earth). On one hand it is stated that Rudra is one 
without any second, on contrary Rudras are numerated in innumerable 
thousands. What greater paradox than this is possible. 01_1 i :2;6~ �2�g 819999 (O 
Indra you are born without enemy), _1 >k m 8CF6 0�D> ? mF1r24~n610101010 (Indra at a 
time conquered hundred armies). If Indra was born without an enemy, 
why should he conquer hundred armies? There is very popular word in 
Vedic literature- �~_i : which means one, whose enemy is Indra. In this 
example also, we behold oxymoronic stint. 

5. Adhvaryu orders learned Hotā to recite Mantra for enkindled Fire ((((03D8 
m24�4FCFDFC :̀ I2=11111111)))). How a learned Hotā does not know the rites to be 
performed by him. Prescription by a Vedic sentence is very ironic if not 
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idiotic. Had there been the meaning of Vedic Mantras, this type of irony 
would not have occurred.  

6. Another incongruity    is beheld in the Mantras like-  
0 2S62>��;2S62>;1M2;6�14 ? 02S62>4F K1>F m 291>F m 9 :1in � 
2E�86 S 81EF 02S62>n1 9� �CF1 02S62>�F K1>42S62>1� K2C6�4 ? �12121212 

7. How the same entity can be both sky and heaven, mother and father. In 
worldly behavior, the mother is different and father is different entity. 
So and so forth- 

8. Some Mantras are shrouded with vagueness and do not convey explicit 
meaning13    as- 0{� ?, DF�2�4C ?, �F;DF2D, rFz :rF etc. 

9. Jaimini, the promulgator of Mimamsa Sutras has beckoned the 
adversary view regarding meaninglessness of Vedic Mantras from 
Yaska as indicated below to the tune of Yaskan sequence- EF�2CD4F> ? 
(O.�.��), >S\ K_FyF> ? (O.�.�O), 0G8>C 8t\ K��CF> ? (O.�.��), 0\ K2E[2>g 8hF> ? (O.�.�a), 
� :�_FyF> ? (O.�.��), 02E�8DF> ? (O.�.�b) - 

  
Having raised the adversary views of opponent, Yaska refutes it pointwHaving raised the adversary views of opponent, Yaska refutes it pointwHaving raised the adversary views of opponent, Yaska refutes it pointwHaving raised the adversary views of opponent, Yaska refutes it pointwiseiseiseise----    

1. The view that the words and word-orders in Vedic sentences cannot be 
changed. This is visible in common language also, as �~F35, 29>F9 :i� In 
these compounded words the word-order cannot be changed. By virtue 
of the formula ’v 8 2h’ (9F. �.�.��) ’023’ was to come first in the compound 
and then ’�~’ which is prohibited by a relevant Vartik- 0¡2=¢>k G and the 
word ’�~ ’became first component of dual compound. ’�~’ is more 
important, compared to ’023’ in the realm of literary documents 
beginning from the £gveda. In the £gveda, he is the most lauded divinity. 
B£haddevatā states – 
  ;mSFC k > : r4F K¥ E¦i¥ G 2C�=Kz4 ? � 
  § :> 8n [L :�k mEK¥ �¨¥ 2C2©¨F r¦ 2>n � (�.a) 

  The same way in 29>F9 :i� also the same prescribed device is at work. The 
  Mīmā«sāsūtra 02EN�k 9;4 ? (O.�.��) has further elaborated it. The  
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  sacrosanct use of word and word-order cannot be demurred. But, that 
  does not inculcate the meaninglessness.  

2. The second option also does not stand firmly. In ZN [\] �2> [\D2>, [\D2> 
is just repetition of what is suggested by ZN [\]14    Any fact is not of null 
effect if it is repeated. There is no flaw if an action suggested by Mantra 
is repeated by the BrāhmaXa statement to further elucidate it. 
Mīmā«sāsūtras � :zF\°C� :zF\°C� :zF\°C� :zF\°C    9 :C9 :C9 :C9 :C: : : : ± :2>± :2>± :2>± :2>:, 1.2.41, :, 1.2.41, :, 1.2.41, :, 1.2.41, 92;mk²F92;mk²F92;mk²F92;mk²F, 1.2.42, , 1.2.42, , 1.2.42, , 1.2.42, 0\ KEFS<0\ KEFS<0\ KEFS<0\ KEFS<    EFEFEFEF, 1.2.43, , 1.2.43, , 1.2.43, , 1.2.43, 
purport the same notion in rather detailed mode. 

3. Third objection that the Mantras contain irrelevant meaning is also 
weak. The concept of violence and non violence is ascertained by the 
Vedas. In fgh8 iFD]jC k, ]2h>8 4 jC k 2=km5n    the action of protection and non-
violence respectively are proclaimed by the Veda. Hence these are valid 
statements. In fgh8 iFD] Herb is not invoked to protect but, the deity 
presiding over fg2hn herb.15    The ]2h>8 4 jC k 2=km5n substantiated by Yaska is 
an inspiring notion to the logicians to validate their concept of 
2C2g��<9F2h16     

4. The argument that there is great paradox in the Mantras. There are quite 
opposed statements as already mentioned. The Nirukta proposes a 
feasible solution to this stating that in common language we come across 
such examples as- 0m9³<tDk `F�zn, 0C24i< ;F�F (This Brahmana is enemy-
less, the king has no enemy). These statements are used to eulogize the 
quality of any individual.  

5. At the time of bidding salute to the teacher, the disciple utters his own 
name though his name is well-known to his teacher. Madhuparka (a 
kind of drink) is offered to a deserving person after uttering the word 
Madhuparka thrice. Though the person to whom the Madhuparka is 
offered knows it prior, yet the word Madhuparka is literally uttered. 
�FCM42LEFSD>8, �FC>8 4h :9ŕ [F= � 2CN.1.16. Jaimini elucidates this fact more 
verdantly.    
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   m¶jgr4Kz<m¶jgr4Kz<m¶jgr4Kz<m¶jgr4Kz<    �=F KC :9¨·�=F KC :9¨·�=F KC :9¨·�=F KC :9¨·: : : : m ķ F;�F> ?m ķ F;�F> ?m ķ F;�F> ?m ķ F;�F> ?    ����    45454545....mImImImI. 1.2.45. 1.2.45. 1.2.45. 1.2.45     
6. The objection regarding 02S2> being all is also figurative statement as in 

practical uses like mEK;mF 0C :[F¹Fn 9FC5D4 ? (All the tastes are found in the 
water). This answer of Yaska ought to be seen in unison with his 
following statements. 4=FLFRDFº8E>FDF qr »¼F �½hF §ID>8 qr¥F¼C<t¾8 S 8EFn 
[³¿F2C17171717     (By the virtue of opulence of divinity, one supreme soul is 
lauded in different ways, all the deities are part and parcel of that alone 
soul. According to this matrix there is no incongruity in terming 02S2> 02S2> 02S2> 02S2>     as    
the earth, the sky etc. This problem is quite beautifully treated by 
Sankaracharya - qrjrF S 8E>F �½L5 �9 j;F¼FC k [2ELÀ �½g : DF� 8g : D :�9S¿>Fk �Á2>, 
9;jÂ C ��D>8, 0MhF KC2ÃDFD<�F> ?18181818  (Every divinity having divided it into 
manifold forms simultaneously becomes part in several sacrifices, and is 
not seen by others by virtue of its hiding capacity).Jaimini solves this 
problem basing on the axiom similar to that adopted by Yaska- 
� :zFS[2>g 8h: ¥F> ? � (45.mI.1.2.47) 

7. The last objection that the meanings of Vedic sentences are dubious and 
abstruse is refuted by Yaska in satiric style-  

   This is not the fault of a dried tree, if the blind man does not see it. This 
is the fault with the blind man. In common civil life a person skilled in 
the disciplines of fine arts, painting etc. by his dexterity becomes special. 
But among the scholars, who have received sastric knowledge through 
the tradition of disciplic succession, more knowledgeable is lauded.  C jg 
uFz<;9;Fh< DS8C4�< C 9�D2> � 9 :NgF9;Fh< LE2> � D\F �FC9S5g : 2E�F>n 9 :Ng2E_8g< 
LE2>� 9F;<ED K2E§: > : ©Ä E82S>¦g : LID<2E�n [_¥< LE2> �19191919 Jaimini presents the 
same view in the following formula –     

m>n 9;42E�FC4 ?m>n 9;42E�FC4 ?m>n 9;42E�FC4 ?m>n 9;42E�FC4 ?    ((((1111....2222....49494949))))    
   
 According to Yaska thre have been seers, who perceived every element. 
They visualized the Mantras and vouchsafed it to their suitable less calibred 
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disciples, who were not advanced at par with these seers to perceive the 
Mantras - mF�FÅ¦ >h4F Kz QgD< �LIE :n � > 8tE;8¡<tmF�FÅ¦ >h4 K¡ Z9S8_8C 4ÆFC ? m¶FÇn�20202020  
 This suggests that the Mantras were not composed by any mundane or un-
mundane body but perceived by in-sighted seers. L>¦ K=2; in his EF�9S5D holds this 
view in totality.- 

0CF2S4JE2Á�Fk ± :2>4F½;r>¦ KrF4 ? � EF.9F. O.O�P 
 The similar view is expressed by the Sā«khya, Mīmā«sā  and up to a great 
extent by the Vedānta. According to Sā«khya system, the Vedaas are manifest 
by their own power and self testified- 

2C�_È2LJH8 n ]>n [F4FÉD4 ? � (mF.[.mI. P.PO) 
 The Vedanta has adopted middle path. It accepts the revelation theory 
regarding Veda, But in moderate manner. The Brahman who is cause of the 
creation is simultaneously the cause to the Shastra (Veda) also but the Vedas 
cannot be accepted as effect but are as natural as the in-breath and out-breath. 
Secondly the existence of Brahman itself is certified by the Vedas. The Vedas are 
supreme verbal evidence to prove the existence of the Brahman- 

_FyD<2C�F> ? (`.mI. O.O�) 
 The Nirukta has always stressed that the Mantras were flashed to seers- 2i>k 
rI 9 8tE2=>48>ÊIHk  [2>�L� �21    (This hymn flashed to Trita, when he was fallen in a 
well). 4ËFCFk �F¨4F9�FCF4Fg ́E8SDM822222222    (The Mantra was perceived by the fish, when 
these were entirely trapped in the net). 
 Mīmā«sā system of philosophy quite meticulously dismisses the 
possibility of any person whatsoever composing Vedic sentences- 
    »2S4Fi429 ± :�F E8SFCFk 9�Ng 8D>F � 
    C _�FÌEmF> :k 4CF�29 mG8>C j � 
    [9FÍrG> :2ÎÏ2CD>];rj n 9S jn � 
    ¨<r8 Ð±:>[FD jn QRE8Sk rn r2;Ñ2> �23232323    
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 Yaska in his concluding statements envisages pretty valuable fact regarding 
expositions of the Vedas. 
   0Dk 4ÆF\ K2GMF¡I=<t29 ± :2>><t29 >rK>n.... C =<g : [³�4ÓC¦g 8;>9m< EF.... 4C :ÑF EF 
Q2ggIÔF4Ê: S8EFC ? 0` :EC ? r< C Q2gL K2EÑ>52> > 8¡ q>k >ŕ [FDÁC ? �.... m 8Dk 2E�F ± :2>-42>- 
� :2�§¥F§9mF 9F;452Õ>J4 ?......�    24242424    

 This pondering over the meaning of Mantras proceeds through the Vedic 
sources and rational logic. The meaning of the Mantras cannot be assimilated by 
a man who is neither a seer nor an ascetic. The men asked the divinities when 
the seers were getting emancipated, who would be their seer. The divinities 
gifted men with the seer, which was logic. Their sacred knowledge of 
understanding the meaning of the Mantra ought to be desired to obtain by the 
means of listening to enlightened Guru, contemplation, intellectual intelligence 
and performance of penance.  
 The gist of the above mentioned narration of Yaska is propagated by Manu 
in concise form as extracted below-  
    »g ́h4×9S8_k G E8S_FyF2E;<2hCF � 
    D§r° zFC :m�Ø8 m h4 K E 8S C 8>;n � (4.Ù¦. O�.O�a) 
 One who searches discourse of Dharma conveyed by the £Úi with (help of) 
logic, which is not opposed to the Veda and concurrent authoritative scriptures, 
he only knows the Dharma not the others.  
 Now it is evident that placing the Veda in a very high seat by intellectual 
tradition of India has dominated Indian ideology and pattern of thinking 
through the ages. Veneration for Vedas in the psyche of Indian wisdom has its 
strong footing even today, which has not dwindled even after callous vicissitude 
of time. The Nirukta of Yaska has contributed a lot to establishing, fostering and 
maintaining this perennial view. 
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